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7 External and internal explanation 

John Ferejohn 

I. Introduction 

Should the social sciences focus more than they now do on solving real 
(explanatory) problems and less on developing methodologies or pursu
ing methodological programs? Two distinct worries animate this ques
tion. One is that too many resources may be devoted to the development 
and refinement of methodologies and theories, while too little attention 
is paid to the actual things needing explanation. In this sense there may 
be a misallocation of social scientific resources. The other worry is that 
when proponents of some methodology turn to explaining a particular 
event or phenomenon, they tend to produce distorted accounts; they are 
deflected by their inordinate attention to and sympathy for their favorite 
method. Method-driven social science comes up with defective expla
nations. Proper attempts to explain things, one might think, ought to 
be open ended and responsive to the phenomenon to be explained and 
not be committed in advance to any particular explanatory methodology, 
Such a commitment smacks of dogmatism or a priori-ism. These com
plaints are often illustrated by the familiar metaphors of drunks searching 
under street-lamps and the law of the hammer. 

My inclination is to resist the question as not quite usefully posed, The 
development of systematic methodologies and theories is what permits 
the social sciences - or particular approaches to social science - to make 
distinctive and sometimes valuable contributions to understanding the 
events that interest us. 1 There are several reasons why this is the case. 
A methodological focus can throw new light on old issues in various 
ways; things that might be taken for granted from one perspective look 
problematic and in need of explanation from another. It can show how 
new kinds of evidence can bear on the explanation of an event, and how 
evidence - old as well as new - ought be interpreted. Even if commitment 
to a particular method tends to produce uneven or partial explanations 

1 
For purposes of this chapter, I shall use "theory" and "methodology" incerchangeably. 
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in some cases, such a commitment can enhance our understand!ng of 
phenomena by providing a new perspective on events that had previously 
been thought to be adequately undersrood. 

lndeed one might ask whether there is any sense to the idea of "an" 
explanati~n of any particular phenomenon. If one accepts the notion that 
explanations are answers to questions and that questions themselves are 
dependent on methodology, the notion of a unique or best ?r privileged 
explanation seems hard to defend. The best we can hope tor is to pose 
method-driven questions about an event of interest (for whatever reason) 
and then try to make explanatory headway from the viewpoint of that 
question. By examining an event from more methodological_ perspectives, 
we can hope to increase our "understanding" or grasp of tt. This 1s n~t 
to deny progress in understanding but it is to say that understandmg 1s 
a multifaceted idea and that improving the understanding of an event 
does not imply the existence either of a unique explanatory viewpoint (or 
methodology) or of a best explanation. 2 In this sense, we cannot avoid 
methodology any more than Moliere's gentleman could avoid speaking 
prose. 

So, as a general matter, methodological eclecticism seems ~ot only 
defensible but unavoidable. But perhaps we cannot approach all mterest
ing or imp,ortant events eclectically. It is often thought tha~ certain. kinds 
of hisrorically important events - "singular" events -· are maccess1ble to 
method-driven social science. To understand such occurrences we must 
resort to other forms of understanding, especially techniques of narrative 
or interpretive reconstruction. There may be some truth to this cla_im if 
we identify methods-driven social science with the pursuit of empmcal 
regularity and causal explanation, of the kind sought by praccition~rs of 
the natural sciences. But I think that is much too narrow a concept10n of 
social science. Of course we are interested in causal explanation but also 

2 In fact, methodological programs generate events needing explanation. This idea is a 
commonplace among those socio! scientists who generace their data _in a theory-based 
manner - as did, for example the sociologists who defined and nperauonahzed the c~n
cept of alienation or the economists who formulated the idea of consum~r confidence with 
survey research methodology, While both of these ideas may have originated us explana
tory variables to account for other phenomena, they have long since become free-srnnding 
dependent variables needing explanation. . _ 

Besides, what is an "event" anyhow? We ofcen understand an event requmng_ expla~a
tion as a kind of primitive pretheorecic idea bu1 tha11s, at best, JUSt a rough srnrnng point. 
Event descriptions are themselves dependent on method or theory, Events .a~e theoret1• 
cally unstable in that as accepted theory changes, the events n;edmg explaining change 
too, as the voting example suggesrs, And, if any_ doubt_ rcmaLns one can po1m 10 th,e 
ubiquitous use of prisoners' d!lemmas and collecuv~ action problems to rnrn Aristotle s 
axiomatic conception of man as inherently social on HS head. Grnup formation and socia l 
organization become things in need of explanation rother than givens. 
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in ocher questions as well. Perhaps considering the example of singular 
events will help sharpen some of these ocher explanatory aims, and show 
that methods -d riven social science can help in their pursuit. 

T here are so many different methodological programs within the social 
sciences that it would be impossible and distracting to try to discuss even 
a fraction of chem. But much of what I have to say can be illuscraced by 
conside ring two broad approaches to exp lanation found within the social 
sciences. Externalises explain action by pointing co its causes; internalises 
explain action by showing it as justified or best from an agent's per
specti ve. Externalis e explanations are positivist and predicti ve; internal
ise explanations are normative or hermeneutic. Externalises tend to call 
themselves political scientists; internalises, political theorises. And, both 
externalises and internalises agree, if they agree on little else, that they are 
engaged in different enterprises. 

I shall argue again st this widely sha red belief. I believe that what dis
tinguishes social science from humanistic accounts of action is a recog
nition of the importance and validity of externalise explanation - seeking 
co understand events by finding causal information about them. And, 
what distinguishes social and non-social scientific explanatory prac tice 
is a recognition of the importance and validity of intern alise accounts: 
seeing actions as more or less justified from the perspective of norma
tively guided actors. I do not think either of these commitments can be 
surrend ered without giving up much of the distinctiveness and vitality of 
the socia l sciences. T his is not to deny that there are differences between 
these broad method ologica l approaches, nor that these differences can 
run deep. Bue, it is to insist that the two approaches have in common a 
shared concern to explain roughly the same range of social phenomena. 
And I think that this shared concern often produces significant pressures 
for convergence in practice if not in theory. 

II . Singular events: an example 

Singular events are sometimes understood to mark d1e beginnings or 
ends of eras, to punctuate longer periods of slow or evolutionary devel
opment, or co carry special meaning or significance as events. Certain 
especi ally important wars, rebell ions, assassinations, historic compro
mises, or elections supp ly typical examples. Within American political 
history, for example, the elections of 1800 (sometimes called th e "revo
lution" of 1800), 1828, 1896 , or 1932 might each qualify on grounds of 
the ir significance at the time or later. Truman's deci sion to use an atomic 
weapon against the Japanese, or his Marshall plan would probably count 
coo, at least from some perspectives. And, of course, the outbreak of 
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certain wars, the American Civil War especially but also the American 
Revolution, are often thought of as singu lar and ca lling for a specia l kind 
of explanacory strategy. 

Singular events are distinctively heterogeneous - each is sup posed co 
be singular after all - and so one is entitled to doubt that mu ch can be 
said abo ut them as such as there may be nothing, oth er th:in their rar ity 
and their ex-post significance, they have in common. We may well be 
forced to think of such events as bearing no more than a relationship of 
family resemblance to one another . Moreover, because such events are 
thought to be freighted with meaning-indeed having some kind of special 
meaning is part of why the event is given this status - the designation of an 
event as "singular" is bound to be controversial and "theory dependent." 

If this is so, singularity is not really definable in an extensiona l sense. 
Events are typically taken to be singular partly because of what they mean 
or signify, or because of some consequences that follow from d1em. The 
concessions co Hitler ac Munich in 1938 are thou ght to be singular, 
for example, partly because of Hitl er's subsequent invasions of Poland 
and Western Europe, and partly because of the horrific character of his 
regime. Had he been run over by a car late in 1938, or had he turned 
out to be a small-time bully who had no further territorial ambitio ·ns, 
Munich itself would probably have faded from view and lost any claim 
to special importanc e. Munich came to be characterized as an ace of 
appeasement of a tyrant - indeed it has come to stand for any such act -
because of how Hitler acted afterwards. The significance of Munich then 
rests on the beliefs char Hitler had an insatiable lust for domination, that 
he was chere given extra time and opportunity to develop his forces for 
future aggressions, and that the results of these aggressions turned out to 

be momentous for the rest of Europe. In this respect, the singu larity of 
Munich depends both on subseq uent events and share d meanings. 

The explanation of such occurrences seems especia lly difficu lt from a 
scientific viewpoint for severa l reasons. Th e first issue is, as already men
tioned, chat such events however identified have nothing in common. 3 I 
am happy to grant this because not much turns on it; there is no reason 
to think chat good explana tions of singular even cs would necessarily have 
much in common either. Th e designation "s ingular" only conveys rarit y 
and special sig~ificance for a people. Nothing more than that. But che 
most important practical explanatory difficulty seems to be that singu lar
ity itself impl ies that there is a relatively thin base of information to d raw 

3 Thi s is so in two senses: first, their meanings and subsequent consequences are hetero
geneous. And seco nd, they are identified by reference to shared bellcfs or meaning s und 
this imp lies that sing ula r ity is not robust to changing be liefs or understandings about the 

event. 
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on - at least th in in some important sense. In another sense , we might 
have quite a lot of narrative information about such an event precisely 
because of its imp ortance to contemporaries or successors. Participant s 
will ten d to save their papers, wr ite mem oirs or produce apologies; his
torians and others will cry to understand and expl ain it; politicians will 
invoke it as justifying some further course of action. 

So, we will tend to have at once both too little and too much information 
about a singular event. Moreover, our capacity to explain or understand 
such events sometimes is important from a polic y-orie nted standpoint. 
Witness, for example, the role of "Munich" in debates about how the 
United States or the United Nations should deal with Saddam Hussein . 
Those who cite Munich argue that a parti cular "causal" proce ss was in 
moti on in contemporary Iraq - roughly the same kind of process that was 
in motion in Germany in 1938 - that would have led to the development 
or acqui sition of weapons of ma ss destruction unless there was an outside 
intervention to put a stop to it. This argument re sted on the claim that 
we have an .explan ation or under standing of developments in Germany 
in the late 1930s that instructs us as to how to behave toward (relevantly 
similar) new tyrants. But how could this understanding be relevant to 
Iraq, given the assumed singularity of Munich? 

One stra tegy of explanation is to embed Munich (and Saddamite Iraq) 
in a class of relevantly similar cases and then attempt to find general
izations that seek to connect, in some standard sense, appeasement and 
its consequ enc es. Thi s is, in effect, ro deny that Munich was actually a 
singular event - or at any rate to make its singularity explanatorily invis
ible. Large -N studies of the outbreak of wars and rebellions - many of 
which might count as singular when viewed from another perspective -
are examples of this strategy. Another approach is to break up the larger 
event into complex sequence s and ens emble s of action s - subevents -
where these sequences and subevents are mor e mundane and perhaps 
explicable by resorting to ordinary explanat ory strategies. 4 For example, 
in explaining the Ameri can response to the placement of Russian missiles 
in Cuba, Graham Allison ( 197 1) dr aws hea vily on the organization theo
ries of the time. From these more or less ordinary behavioral predictions 

4 There are a lot of ways this might be done. O ne is to break the event into its sequential 
happ enin gs, horizontally across tim e. Another is to layer the event vertically into simpler 
subprocesses, One lesson of Allison's ( 197 l) analyses of the Cuban missile crisis is that 
there are many ways in which this may be done. Another issue is what kinds of external 
background information, theore tical or empirical, may be usefully called upon to analyze 
the patterns of subeve nts. Allison himself draws upon a com plex mixture of theoretical 
knowledge from various areas of social science in order to cast light on the complex 
events assoc iated with the cr isis. T he fcrtiliry of this approach is perhaps bes t seen from 
the illuminating responses of critics. 
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he crafts or aggregates a story of the crisis and its resolution . This strat
egy involves assuming that the singularity of the event does not infect its 
subcvencs in an y strong way. Allison assumed that more or less ordinary 
regularities of org anizati ona l behavior would be exhibited throughout the 
missile crisis. It was in the concatenation of these events that the singu
larity of the crisis arose. 

Both of these explanatory stra tegies seem completely compatible with 
ordinar y soc ial science practice and I have nothing to say against their pur
suit. There is nothing in the nature of the explanations offered that makes 
them different, in principle, from any other social scientific explanation. 
The thinness of the data and plausibility of the comparisons, and indeed 
the cleverness of the explanatory strategies, may rend to make the partic
ular accounts incompletely convincing and controversial but the result
ing disagreements are not in any way mysterious. But both approaches 
involve, in one way or another, denying the assumpti on that the event in 
question is in some way singular. 

There is another familiar strategy of explanation of singular events 
that seems more unusual from the standpoint of ordin ary social science 
explanation and which is predicated dir ectly on singula rity itself. This 
strategy does not depend on constructing larger classes of similar everits, 
or on breaking down the event into smaller sequences. Ir focuses instead 
on explaining the event from the point of view of th e actor or actors 
involved. The availability of this approach, everyone will quickly _not ice, 
does not necess arily turn on the singular ity of the event at all but rather 
on our access to the perspectives of involved agents. Any action, however 
ordinary, could be examined from the viewpoint of the agent or agents 
involved if we had some way of getting access to those viewpoint s. In 
the case of singular events, however, it seems to me that this strategy -
of agent-centered explanation - seems to recommend itself especially 
strongly to historians and others who are convinced of th e event's signifi
cance. \Xfho better to consult about Munich than Chamb erlain or Hi tler 
or perhaps tho se of their agents who were present for the discussions? 
Th ose involved seemed have a special access to what was said and thought 
and, perhaps, to whatever it is that made Munich singular (though this 
last claim seems disputable if singularity arose partially from later events 
that co uld not be foreseen). 

Moreover, whe n an event is seen to be of special import ance, partic
ipants and close observer s are probably more likely to remember what 
they did, to save their records, to spec ulate and explain , justify, and 
criti cize what happened. Such recollections will need to be treated with 
caution because participants may have scores co settle, people to protect, 
and further agendas co pursue. Or it may be that memory processes are 
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pa rticularly likely to distort recollections in particular and invidious ways. 
Participants may, like the rest of us, have a tendency to reconstruct events 
that they think they are remembering. Still, such information, if sensi
tively handled , might seem especially privileged material for explanatory 
purposes. 

Narrative access facilitaces the resort to a deliberative perspective on 
the event. From an agent's perspective it is often quite natural co invoke 
some idea of what would have happened (or what the agent believed or 
should have believed would have happened) in counterfactual circum
stances to explain (or justify) her choices. Of course, we can have little 
evidence about the accuracy of counterfaccual conjectures. But from an 
agent-centered viewpoint, chat does not matter very much. To explain her 
actions, we need to invoke what she thought would have followed from 
alternative courses of action. Her beliefs can be criti cized of course, and 
if we think that they were badly formed or incoherent, that might affect 
our assessment of the overall course of events. One migh t think about 
Munich specifically, that there was, in fact, a lot of motivated belief for
mation occurring - that participant s came to believe wha t they wanted 
to believe - and that such phenomena are charac teris tic of events like 
Munich. Of course, insofar as beliefs at the time evolved under these 
pressures, we might think that those be liefs came under quite distinct 
pressures as subsequent events unfold ed. 

In any case, the worr y is that narrati ve or agent-centered explanation 
might be overly seductive and therefore tend co crowd out other kinds 
of explanations . This is not wor rying if there is reason to think that each 
of these explanat ory strategies will co nverge in some sense. But I think 
there are some reasons to doubt such a convergence and to think that 
agent-centered explanations will tend to diverge systematically from the 
comparative and counterfactual approaches outlined above . Are these 
reasons good? Or do they turn on misapprehensions about either social 
scientific or agent-centered explanation? 

III. Two approaches to explanation 

I will distinguish two kinds of explanation - external or more or less causal 
explanation, and internal or deliberative explanation. External explana
tions represent agents as doing things because of some configurati on of 
causal influences, broadly speaking. I mean to include not on ly ordinary 
causal explanations but also functional or structural explanations as well. 
Functional or structural accounts imply the existence of some vindicating 
causal processes; functional explanations in biology , if true, are vindicated 
by the existence of causal processes described under the rubric of natural 
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selection. Structural exp lanati ons, to be complete, require some under
lying causal processes standing ready to po lice structural irregu larit ies. 
So, for present purposes I shall speak only of causal explanation where it 
is to be understood that I use this exp ression to stand for a broader class 
of social scientific accounts. 

Obviousl y, the notion of "cause" needs to be spelled out and how it is 
spelled out will turn out co depend on the theor y of behavior that is sup
posed to be at work in the agents, But, whichever theory is in play cou ld 
work in one of two genera l ways: one, causal factors might determine 
beha vior without "running through" the agent's deliberative or reason
ing processes . When a doctor hits your knee with a hammer , it moves 
automatically. Or, causal factors may dr ive or shape the agent's cjeliber
ations by presenting her with reas ons for action so that she "ch ooses" 
cer tain actions rath er than others based on those reasons (this is devel
oped in more detail in Pett it (I 993) ). Either way, we could understand 
her action as cause d , but in the latt er case she is also acting de liberatively 
(for reason s) as well. 

We may consider some mor e or less classical examples of external 
explanations: Durkh eim 's account of societal suicide rates. Some frac
tion of people in certain kinds of societies will, Durkheim thought, tend 
to kill themselves at certain rates and these rates are said to be predicta bly 
related to certain attributes of the society. So, one might want to say that 
a sociecy's suicide race is explained causally. It is not clear which kind 
of causal explanation this is supposed to be, but it seems thar it cou ld 
be causal in the second (deliberativ e) sense. In any case, for th is to be a 
causal explanation of any kind seems to require tha t there are mechanisms 
that tend to lead the particular indiv iduals who comm it suicide to do this . 
It is possible chat a mechanism that produces this resu lt might wor k by 
presenting individuals with reasons and chat the individua ls themselve s 
all ace deliberatively. 5 That the rate cums out co be pred ictable, while 
the individual event is not, migh t reflect the fact (if it is a fact) chat the 
aggrega te-level causal factors relate sta tistica lly to the circumsrnnces of 
the individual s. 

Drug addiction offers a d ifferent kind of examp le. Her e, the agen t does 
something compulsivel y, in spite of her judgmen t as to what she think s 
she shou ld do or in spite of an intention not to do it. Th ere are various 
ways to under sta nd this phenomen on . There may be delib eratio n and 
choice involved even though the outc ome of the deliberative process is a 

5 Person s in certa in social locations, for examp le, might find themselves faced with partic 
ular conflicts among reasons and there may be more such locations in some socie ties than 
in othe rs. 
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predictable consequence of the working of a chemical addiction. The drug 
might work, for example, by altering the preferences of the individual so 
that she has a stro ng reason to take the drug when in certain chemical 
induced circumstances. Or, the drug might work by suspendi ng some 
or all of the agent's deliberati ve capacities so that she takes the drug 
in spite of knowing that she has sufficient reason not to do so. In the 
first case, the drug works through agent deliberation ; in the second, it 
works around agent deliber ation. But either way, ther e is a causal relation 
between having the addiction and consum ing the drug. 

Internal or deliberative explanations work differently. An internal 
explanation for an action identifies reasons that an actor had that would 
rationally lead to or produce the action. An action is explained internally 
as an outcome of a deliberative process in wh ich the agent is assumed to 
act for reasons; to tak e action s which are best on the reasons available to 
the agent. To "explain" in this sense is to "justify," in that an actor with 
the goals and beliefs held by (or attributed co) the actor would have, or 
could rationally have adopted that action. Int ernal exp lanation is, in this 
respect, a normative account of an agent's behavi or in that an action is 
explained only if there are sufficient reasons, from the agent's viewpoint , 
for doing it. From the agent's perspective , the action was the best thing 
to do. 

There are some qualifications and ambiguities that need to be 
addressed from the internal perspective that may be important later on. 
One is that an actor can have reason co do X, and do X, but do it for 
some other reason. I might have reason co go to Chicago tomorrow to 
complete some transaction, but I might actually go co Chicago because 
I was abducted by kidnappers at gunpoint. In this case I have two suffi
cient reasons to do X and so, in either case, Xis justified and therefore 
internally explained . But there are, however, two different explanations 
and they are not compatible. In this case, I suppose it is clear that the 
reasons emanating from the kidnapper "trump" the other reasons and so 
the kidnapper-centered explanat ion is the correct internal account. 6 

Internal expl anations do not involve any comparative test , at least not 
directly or obviously. We explain an agent's behavior by considering 

6 Some will want to say thnc the kidnapper -cen tered cxplanacion , in which l comply with the 
kidnappers' request s because chey are point ing guns at me, is causal. I am with H obbes 
un chis issue: the agenc might have chosen to die or to risk death even if these were 
unatrraecive choices. Go ing along with kidnappers is ~ choice whic h, no doubc , has an 
~wful lot co recommend it, and the agent's complying with the kidnap pers' request is 
exp lained by it s being the best course of action on the reasons presented. So, I resi~r the 
idea that this is a causal explanat ion. If one tak es sufficiently compe lling int erna l accoums 
to be causal, it is difficult 10 separate this example from one in which the kidnappers bop 
the person on the head , scuff them in a bag and dump them in Chicago, which do es strike 
me as a causal story. 
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whether she had sufficient reas on to cake the action and, in fact, took 
the action because of that reason. This may involve appeal to the agent's 
beliefs about counte rfactual circumstances, of course, and perhaps this 
would include her beliefs about what would happen in those circum
stances. She may decide to ace in order to bring about some desired state 
of affairs or to prevent the occurrence of some event . Still, the expla
nation itself does not appe al to anythi ng ocher than the agent's own 
reasons for action, and not to what other agents would do in similar 
circumstances. 

Examples: When we seek to understand or explain everyday events -
why you were late to dinn er last nigh t - we normally seek an in terna l 
explanation. You say that your daughter needed he lp with her homework 
and you needed to delay your departure from your house for a few min
ute s in order to assist her. Your belief that your daughter was in need of 
assistance (together with you r belief in th e unimportance of being a bit 
late for dinner) provi des a reason for delay and is the reason you acted on 
in leaving your house as late as you did. This account provides a justifica
tion for your leaving your house lace, and an explanation to me for your 
tardiness. Obviously, the explanation in th is case is also meant to excu se 
your lateness too. To say that we expect an internal exp lanation in this 
case does not mean that external accounts are unavailable. Presum ably 
we would be reluctant to accept as true an internal explanation unless we 
believed that agents like you would generally find it reasonable to respond 
to a request for homework help. But it woul d be odd for you co offer the 
externa l account as an accoun t of your action. 

Ethnographic explanations are typically internal. For example, Richard 
Fenno (1978) expl ains how each of his Congressmen tried to present 
themselves, in their districts, by appealing co reasons they gave or 
appeared (to the analyst) to have and to have acted on . More elaborate 
ethnography seeks to explain the system of reasons that are available for 
motivating action in a community or culture . In his book, Fenno hoped 
also to provide an external acco unt : he argued that one might be able 
to explain which kinds of Congressmen and/or which kind of congres
sional districts wou ld ten d to produce which kind of "home scyle." If he 
is right, the intern al explanations that he offered might converge on a 
unified external or causa l account of homestyles. 

But there are reasons to be skeptical of such a convergence, at least 
when put forward as a general claim . The main reason is thac there seems 
to be a fundamental distinction between causal accounts and justificatory 
accounts of action. Causal accounts of how things go seem to be, in 
their nature, positivistic in that they are offered as true accounts of the 
phenomena to be explained. Internal explanations or justifica tion s seem 
to be inherently normative and so nor to be anchored in the way the wor ld 
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is. They certainly don't offer causal explanations for the action and would 
not be expected if a causal explanation was sufficient. If you could not help 
doing X, there is no need to give reasons or justifications for doing X. 
This is rough worry, and one that I will argue against, but I think it 
captures pan of the skepticism about convergence. Moreover, there are a 
lot of people - social scientists, lawyers, philosophers - who seem to think 
that one or another of these two kinds of explanations is either impossible 
or unimportant. One area where this battle has raged is in law. 

For example, consider the problem of explaining the structure of con
tract law within the United States. There are roughly two approaches to 
chis problem within the legal academy: one account, law and economics, 
daims that most of the structure of this law can be explained as the struc
ture of legal rules that would produce the most total wealth in the society. 
The law and economics of contracts explains how contracts are made, 
which contracts can be breached, what damages should be paid, which 
kinds of evidence count in ascertaining the existence of a contract and 
so on. The alternative approach explains these doctrinal elements as the 
consequences of shared and deeply held values that are at stake in con
tracting. An explanation for a rule, in this latter case, is a justification 
of the rule in terms of values embodied in the legal system. Unsurpris
ingly, each approach is better at explaining some legal structures than 
others and, for this reason, proponents of each approach sometimes try 
to fuzz the distinctions between them. Internalises sometimes recognize 
that wealth maximization may itself be a value and externalises are some
times forced to endorse broader sets of values than wealth maximization 
as the driving causal motor for their theories. But the important point 
here is that proponents of each side tend ro think of arguments from the 
other viewpoint as irrelevant, irreverent, and unimportant. 

Part of the reason for this disagreement lies in different attitudes about 
causation in human affairs. Internalises, at least since Aristotle, see actions 
as caking place for reasons and tend to admit the possibility that an agent 
may fail to do what she has reason to do. Indeed, the concerns ofincernal
ists are at least partly driven by normative or moral concerns and a causal 
account of human action tends to undermine the kind of human agency 
needed to make normative appraisal relevant. Externalises are concerned 
to explain regularities they see in the social world and tend to believe that 
the only or the best way co account for such regularities is by appealing to 
more or less general causal mechanisms. From an externalise viewpoint, 
normative concerns are wholly separate from explanatory ones. 

Some have argued in favor of a practical preference for seeking exter
nal rather than internal explanations when both kinds of explanation 
might be available. Gary Becker (1976), for example, believes that actions 
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are in fact brought about by agents seeking preference satisfaction given 
their beliefs in circumstances of constraint or scarcity and, in this sense, 
would be expected co believe that deliberative or internal accounts of eco
nomic activity are freely available. Bue he also thinks that because 'we' 
(economists) cannot really know much about the preferences or beliefs 
held by individual agents - we have no special access to these mental 
attitudes - good economic explanations will focus on showing how it is 
that the constraints do most of the causal work in producing actions, and 
making little appeal to subjective or deliberative factors. As far as any 
particular agent is concerned, the constraints themselves a.re likely be 
produced causally (through variations in prices or technologies). Thus, 
as I understand him, Becker has a practical preference for external or 
causal explanation even when deliberative or reason-based explanations 
are, in principle, available. 

IV. Are internal and external accounts necessarily 
in conflict? 

Superficially, external explanations claim to be more or less causal 
accounts whereas internal explanations explain actions by making them 
intelligible - showing how they are justified from the agent's perspective -
which doesn't seem to be a causal story. One might try to convert inter
nal accounts into causal accounts by taki11g reasons as causes. This would 
involve saying that if an agent has most reason to do X in circumstance 
C, that Xis caused by facts about the agent and her circumstances. On 
the face of it chis seems to involve denying that the agent has a capacity 
to choose not to do X. Or , it is to deny agency. Is this objectionable? 

Maybe not. We are, after all physical/biological creatures embedded in 
the material world and, in that sense, whatever it is that our bodies do 
must be compatible with physical laws. So, if an agent does X (where X 
is described physically), there seems to be little objection to saying that X 
is caused. But, there are reasons to think that X, taken now as an action, 
cannot be completely described physically. The description of an act also 
includes the intentions with which it is done - waving my hand (a bit 
of behavior) might be a signal (an act) if I have a certain intent, or it 
might be part of an effort to dry my hands (a different act) if that is what 
I intend, or it might simply be a twitch (a mere bit of behavior) ·- the 
physical description doesn't tell us whether Xis an act or what act it is. 
So, while there is no problem with saying that the physical aspect of Xis 
caused, it is a stronger claim to say that X as an act is caused. Whether 
that stronger claim is sustainable depends on whether we are willing to 
attribute causal force to intentions. 
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There two issues here: first, what kind oflinkage is there between inten
tions and actions? One might be willing to say that once an intention to 
do X is formed, the act of doing X follows automatically. This might 
make sense for certain kinds of simple intentions and actions - intend
ing to pick up a fork might be so closely connected to picking it up that 
there is little room for deliberation or choosing between the intention and 
the action. But most acts of interest to us as social scientists are much 
more complex. !fl form an intention to vote on election day, for example, 
there are many things I need to do to actually vote: I need to see to it that 
I get registered to vote, I need to find time during the day co gee free from 
competing obligations, I have to find out where the polling place is and 
get there. Michael Bratman (] 999) argues that intentions are best seen as 
something like partially specified plans tha t serve to regulate our further 
deliberations and choices as to what actions to take. If this is right, there 
is often a big gap between intentions and actions and a causal story seems 
implausible. · 

Second, we need to ask how intentions are formed. Some kinds of 
intentions might arise causally; if you haven't had any liquid in couple 
of days and a glass of water appears in front of you, you might "auto 
matically" form an intention to drink it. But most intentions do not arise 
automa tically in that way. On the deliberative account, the intention to 
do X arises from X's being the best thing for you to do in circumstance 
C. But being the best thing to do is a normative notion and so seeing X 
(including its intentional aspect ) as caused seems to involve saying some
thing like that norms have causal force. I agree that they have force, but 
of a different kind. 

I think it is more natural to work the other way around and to try co 
assimilate external to interna l explana tion. That is, perhaps we should 
bite the bullet and admit that human act ion is deliberative and that we 
cannot escape the necessity of recognizing the priori ty of an internal 
perspective ifwe want co understand action. In particular, I wane co argue 
that the notion of causation in human affairs needs co be remo ved from the 
physicalist model and given an understanding that fits with internalism. 
This will involve restricting the role that causal explanation can play in 
explaining human action . Thi s may seem like a strange thing to do but 
I think there is a familiar model for making exactly this move: rational 
choice theory, or at least what I propose as the best way to understand 
the relation of that theory to actual human behavior. 7 

7 For purp oses of this chapter I am not going to keep reminding che reader that there are 
many variants of rati ona l choic e the ory, indexed largely by the preferences chat agents ere 
assumed to ha ve. Some variants of the theor y posit that peop le are motivated ro maximize 
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V. A social ontology of rational choice theory 

Rational choice theory can be unde rstood co offer both internal and exter
nal accounts of action . Internally, rat iona lity explanations work through 
a mental model in which beliefs, desires, and actions are supposed nor
mally to be related co each other. This is an internal idea if we think of 
this relation being established deliber atively, in reasoning about what to 
do, or think, or believe. But externally, ratio nal choice accounts seem 
to rest on some presumed causal regularities as well. Having beliefs B 
and preferences P can be understood to cause act A where A is a best 
action given B and P. Ther e are some problems for the external inter
pretation of course: what if A is not the unique best act? How do we 
understand the failure of actors to take best actions, or to exhibit vari• 
ability in their choices? From an externalist viewpoint we can solve these 
problems pragmatically (by representing decision problems in such a way 
that there are always unique best responses, or by taking beliefs, prefer
ences, and actions to be random variables whose values are determined 
according to stochastic assumptions, or by recognizing measurement 
error, etc.) . 

Even with these assumptions in place, however, I don't think that the 
external view of rational choice theor y is compelling. It makes causal 
claims that simply seem to deny that actual agents make choices and 
could refuse to make them as well. At best, the external account offers a 
causal story about perfectly rational machines that are in fact not deliber
ating at all but are infallibly picking best actions given their "preferences " 
and "beliefs," together with a claim that real human act ors will behave 
in approximately the same way. I sha ll argue that there is a plausible 
way to put this story, It entails see ing the rational machines of the pre
vious sentence as machines that are designed to implement a norm of 
rationality. The machin es will behave rationally according to some causa l 
processes - which depend on how they are built internally, whether ouc of 
gears and levers, digital computing devices, or whatever - because they 
are designed to implement a rationality norm. From the standpoint of 
the norm, the connection among B, P, and A is of course not causal 

thei r wea lth, or perhaps their social status , or in some other more or less pri vate -regarding 
way. Ocher versions, more common in politica l science, pos it ideolog ica l motivation. 
And still others make no sub sta nti ve assump tion as to wha t ends agents des ire - only 
that the desires, beliefs , and actions are connected in the way the rationa lity hyp oth esis 
requires . Sometimes thi s distinction is summarized by saying that the lan er agents nre 
"thin rational " and the others "thickly ratio nal. " Th is is an unfortunate usage in th at it 
suggests a continuum or dimension of thickness, whereas like Tolstoy's unhapp y families 
there arc many d ifferent kinds of thickly rational agents , and therefore m any d ifferent 
thick rational choice the ories. 
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bur is conc eptual or, if you prefer, constitutive. Choosing best acts given 
beliefs and preferences is what it means to be rational; we would not 
call our machine rati onal unle ss it actually did implement the rationalit y 
norm . 

Putting the matter th is way also illustrates the connection between 
internal and external explanations: real human agents regard rationality 
as normative - they take it as a defect of their action choices chat they fail 
to fit with their beliefs and desire s - and that is why internal accounts are 
illuminati ng . 8 And, d1e fact that real human beings are effective enough 
in actually behaving as rationality require s gives us reason co think that we 
can explain some of their behavior in the external way. This metaphorical 
calk of machine s need s now co be gtounded in human behavior. Indeed , 
if human s were not successful in mis way, it is hard to see how socia l life 
would even be possible. So at lease as a rough statistical matter, we can 
understand much of whac others do , by caking an external explanatory 
"stance" with respec t to their behavi or. But , it mu st be rememb ered that 
a stance or per spective - even a highly successful one - is not the same 
thing as an ontological claim about how humans ace, 

Pettit (1993) has argued that human beings are not merely intenti onal 
systems (entitie s that seek ends), th ough mey are th at, but are also chink
ing beings .9 So, satisfactor y social explanations - and here he means 
internal explanations - need to cake account of both aspects of human
ity. The notion of an intentional subject is familiar enough not to need 
discussion; what is new in Pettit 's idea is that human s have a distinctive 
capacit y (th inking) that distingui shes them from merel y intentional sys
tem s (animals, therm ostats, etc.). He argues that mis capacit y - perhap s 
me most distinc tive such capa city - is the capacity to identify and fol
low rule s. By this he means the capacity to identify and follow rules -
of m e kind Wittgenstein, Kripke, and ochers have discussed - that are 
potentially appl icable in indefinitely many circumstances. Philosophers 
writ ing on this topic typ ically ch oose ilieir examples from language or 
mathematics, and are usually concerne d to show that rule identificati on 
is impossible, Bur as Pettit argue s, these examples support the idea that 

8 
This statement needs more defense and qualification than I can offer here. l suppose 
a71ually 1h01 agencs do nor really take for mal rationality as a norm direct ly, but are instead 
disposed to ace in ways char further th eir aims. Effec tive pursui t of aims, howeve r, en rails 
char the a~enr is genera lly acring rat ionally in a formal sense. So , I would argue 1ha1 rhe 
norms chat agent s accept arc concretely rela ted to che aims they act uall y h ave and the 
al1ernu1ivc action s they ma y actually cake. ' 

9 
My account differs somewhat from Penil' s in that I argue that rationali ty is a norm an d not 
a property of human beings as intentional sys rems. Moreover, I think that the rationality 
nor m has the characte ristics of a ru le that actually requires chinking 10 follow. 
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the capacity to follow rul es, if iliere is one, must rely in some way on 
background assumptions and cannot be infallible . No rm s ma y be taken 
to be spec ial examples of ru les in that mey are suppo sed to app ly in 
indefinitely man y situati ons and to direct action in chose cases. There
fore , on mis account, the capacity co be guided by norms is an instan ce 
of the capacity to identify and follow rules more generally. Moreover, the 
rati onality hypoiliesis , or any variant of it, may also be seen as a rule in 
Petti t's sense, in that it directs the choice of acti on in indefinitdy man y 
circumstances and conforming to rationality hypoth esis is an example of 
rule following . Thus, if Pettit 's conception of rul e following is right, we 
might expect human beings co exhibit (at most ) imperfect rati onality, in 
ilie same way that they would be capable of compl ying (imperfectly) wim 
other nor ms and rule s. 

On this account we can understand that human beings are physical 
entities , subject to ordinary causal laws, and that me se causal regularities 
produ ce in them certain (more or less hard -wired ) capacitie s to act as 
particu lar norms direct (however imperfectly). One could well ask why 
physical human being s would be impelled to conform co a norm even 
if they could do so. Th is is a que stion of motivation and is a familiar 
problem for moral theories . Philosophers since Aristotle have insisted 
that seeing what one ought co do is one thing, and being motivated to do 
it is som emin g else altogemer. Indeed, a common crit icism of a moral 
theor y is that it fails a te st of moti vation: that it makes demand s on people 
that mey cannot ordin arily be moti vated to respond to, Variou s versions 
of utilitarianism are often cr iticized in this way. 

Conversely, some versions of rational choice theory are supposed to 
offer particularly comp elling reasons to pe ople , Material self-interest , for 
example, is mought to be a strong motivation in many circumstances 
(one can imagine evolut ionar y causal mechanism s that might explain 
why this would be so), If this is right, one would expect the behavior of 
physical human s to confo rm roughly to the operation of that version of 
ilie rationality hypothesi s, at least where there are not oilier competing 
and compelling normativ e reasons co refrain from such act ion, One can 
also imagine causal mechanisms that would support status motivation 
and man y biologists iliink that one cou ld simi larly explain the attracti on 
of certain form s of altr uism as well, 

So, mere is a role for ordinary causal pr ocesses in this story; ordinary 
causal mechani sms will no doubt play a part in shaping human capacities, 
And , the attraction of a norm to an agent ma y also be exp lained causally. 
But mere is no asserted causa l re latio n among the me n tal attitud es of 
the human beings and their actions. The relation among the se entities 
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is tautological (with beliefs Band preferences P, a rational entity would, 
definitionally do A ), 10 and normative (doing A is attract ive co the agent 
on the gro unds that this is what rationality recommends). In this respect, 
the rationality hypothesis offers an interna l account of action: rational 
agents choose best actions, based on the reasons they have, and so their 
choices are justifiab le, But it offers an externa l account of action insofar as 
capaci ties and motivations play a causal role in setting up the parameters 
for rational delib eration. 

This view is, it seems to me, quite different from the standard inter
pretation of rational choice theory, one that seems acce pted by both pro
ponents and critics. On that account, rat ionality can be underst0od as a 
property of the human mental or neural appara tus that genera tes behavior 
causally. Put a (fully described ) rational creature in a certain circumscance 
and it automatically does a specific thing. As I suggested before, chis view 
seem s (nee dlessly) to deny that people make choices. The construccion I 
offered above leaves room for deliberative rationality and choice while, at 
the same time, recognizing some room for causation (in forming capac
ities and moti vations). Bue the causal aspects of an explanation have 
little: to do with rationality itself. In that sense the main work of ratio
nal choice theory is internal. Whether there are, additionally, external/ 
causal implications turns on other facts about human s (capacities and 
motivations) . 

One implication is that the propositions from rational choice theory 
cannot be expecte d to represent or approximate causal regul arities exhib
ited in human action. They are statements of how rational creatu res 
would act - they are statements about how normativel y directed creatures 
would act and stateme nts about how people trying co follow that norm 
should act - and whether actual people come near to attaining that stan
dard is going to depend on how closely they either can or want to comply 
with the norm itself. I have little to say about the capacity to follow 
rules (including rationality) in general or how that capacity might vary 
over contexts. But the attractiveness of various rationality norm s seems 
likely to vary significantly. Consider, for example, the wealth-maximizing 

JU I won't go into the matt er here but there is a deceptive simplification in this formu
laic ~xpression of the rationality hypoth esis. Beliefs and preferences are both normati ve 
objecrs too . There are rhings, based on what J have experi enced, thut I ought to believe. 
No doub r my actual belief s only approximate to the beliefs I sho uld have. Perhaps more 
controv ersially, I think rhe same is true of preferences . Ther e are things I shou ld wanr 
and perhaps I do not wane them at present. There are various ways co make sense of 
this; per haps I don't fully appreciar e the need for a gas-driven generator because I don'r 
assign a high enough probability to a powe r failure, or because l don't fully appreciate 
what it wou ld be like not be able to run my expresso machine in the event of a power 
outage . For now, these issues are off the table. 
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variant of rationality. Such a norm is likely to conflict with other attrac
tive norms in var ious contexts. An agent might, for example, find wealth 
maximization an attractive guide where she is deciding on a retirement 
portfolio. But, she may resist following that norm if it recommends pur• 
chas ing shares of tobacco firms . So we might think that any particular 
version of the rationality hypothesis will work better in domains without 
attractive competing norms . 

VI. Limitations of rationality: a digression 

I should add here that I am taking rationalit y expla nation s as examples 
of social scientific explanations in that they purport to offer causa l or 
positivis tic explanations. I do not den y that other "paradigms" may offer 
other positivist acco unts of behavior. But, a purely causal explanation 
of human action seems defective on grounds I argued above; a theo ry 
that fails to recognize and represent how things seem from the agent's 
viewpoint, deliberati vely, is missing something importa nt abo ut hum an 
action. 

As an example, bounded rationality theories purport to offer alternat ive 
more or less causal or external accounts of human behavior, perhaps 
sometimes better accounts in som e contexts than explanations offered 
from a rational choice perspective. Indeed, the rul e following account 
offered here might seem, on the surface , to offer a reason to believe that 
as causal explanation, bounded rationality would likely be superior to 

rational cho ice theor y. After all, bounded rationality stories seem to rely 
on what humans , as they are bard wired, are capable of doing. Such 
stories emphasize the incapacities of people to be rational even when 
they want to. And, on my account, these incapacities are likely to be 
the kind of thing that can be explained causally. So we might very well 
expect such theor ies to lead eventually to superior causal explanations of 
human behavior . But will such theories offer better accounts of hum an 
action - of what people do intentionally or deliberatively? Here I have 
doubts. 

Can there be norms of bounded rati onality? On the surface the re seems 
to be no problem. Bounded rationality has the outward appearance of a 
norm: it directs an agen t to do or refrain from doing things in indefi
nitely many circumstances. But , there are some internal problems too. 
Assuming, as I do, that we are cognitively constrained, we can neverthe 
less imagine, or build, systems capable of more rationality than we have. 
That is, at least in specific domains, we can build systems that transcend 
our limitations or capac ities to beha ve rationally. We bu y spreadsheet pro
grams and programs to compute our taxes, presumably because, with in 
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their task domains , they can be counted on to do a becter job at com
plying wirh rarionalicy requir emems than we would do ourselves. Exp er t 
chess compu ters can by now bear all human players , and are presumably 
less cogniti vely cons trained on chess prob lems than we are. Indeed, long 
ago it was proved that fully rational strateg ies exisr in chess (or at least in 
the near relatives of chess that ha ve finite game trees; i.e., the versions of 
ches s that are played in professional chess tournaments ) . 

So, at least in these cases, we cou ld imagine a norm of bounded ratio
nality but probably few of us wou ld find such a norm compe lling. We 
want to find out the best or most powerful ch ess program, not one that 
best tracks our limited capacities . We remain dissatisfied if we are told 
that there are better answers available even ifwe ourselves cannot reliably 
find them. So, in chis sense, a boundedly rational "norm" has some real 
defects from an internal perspective ; we know it would be giving us wrong 
or inad equate advice. It may represent the best that we can do on our own 
behalf, being wired as we are. And, indeed insofar as bounded rationality 
theories are inductively derived from em pirica l experien ce, their appeal 
is pretty much pu rely external. 

From an explanato ry stand point, the attractio n of bounded rational 
theories is that they provide a wedge by which recognizably causal fac
tors can come into play directly in explaining human behavior. We can say 
that an actor took the action she did in part because she was cogn itively 
unable to recognize the existence of better alternati ves, or even to see 
what she did as an occasion to "choose" at all. Perhap s those statements 
are part s of good explanati ons. But then, have we really made her act ion 
intelligible? We may have explained why she failed to see a choice that was 
really there but, at the same tim e, we have made the ac tion she took less 
than a full-blooded deliberatively chosen action. That may be the best 
route co a more or less causal account - perhaps what we initially thought 
was a deliberate act ion was actually something less than that. But, in 
some respects, adopting this expla nat ory strategy involves abandon ing the 
idea of explaining human action rath er than mere beha vior. Explaining 
action - deliberatively chosen behaviors - requires someth ing more than 
this . It requi res show ing that wha t the agent did was a best or most 
effective way of pursuing her purpose s. And chis entails establish ing the 
embedded normative assertion . 

VII . Conclusions 

Rational choice theory provides one way in which the internal and exter
na l perspecti ves can be bridged . And the hermeneutical per spectives 
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taken by ethnographers exemp lify another way of unde rstanding_ these 
perspecti ves. Obviously, there are ver y importa~t wa_ys that practices of 
descript ive ethnography and theoretical economics ~1ffer, but ?1ey ~hare 
one important feature. Both are, at bottom, normauve enterpnses aimed 
at showing how the agents - real or imagined - can act and have rea
son to act in ways that comply witb norms they accept . Both also make 
mor e or less implicit causa l claims that agents will genera lly tend to act as 
norms they accept di rect them to . But this cau sal claim is not really a part 
of either th eo retical apparatus . That the causal assernons tend, m many 
circumsrances, to be empirically true makes these appro aches useful to 

understanding social action. 11 
. 

Naturally enough, these two bridging paradigms have _ge~e rate~ ~1s
tinct methodological programs and are fitted for addressmg d1snnct 
explanatory problems . It is too easy, however , to overstate these differ
ences and to lose the sense in which the commo n sub ject matter - under
standing human activity - yokes these perspec tives. Mose_ often, th_e real 
differences be tween these approaches is driven by pracncal considera 
tions that arise from che explana tory questions that are asked rather than 

any deep division between them. . . 
Methodology, on this account, is fundamental to the social ~c1-

ences. Methodologica l awarene ss forces us to recogniz e the plur~hsm 
of social reality: the fact that de scr ipti on and explanation are relative co 
perspe ctive; that human beings are embedded in causa l pro_cesses but are 
also responsive to and guided by norm s. So a self-cons_c1ou~ focus on 
methods cannot be abandoned with out giving up on social science, and 
indeed history, in favor of mere uncriti cal chronicle. 
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